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Interests, Expertise, Focus field,  Contributions
• Research Interests

– applied analysis, partial differential equations, dynamical systems, 
data analysis;

– dynamics of fluids, plasmas, materials.

• Research Expertise
– theoretical analysis of complex systems
– non-equilibrium, nonlinear, non-local, statistically unsteady dynamics

• Focus field
– hydrodynamic instabilities - Rayleigh-Taylor, Richtmyer-Meshkov;
– interfacial and turbulent mixing.

• Contributions
– order in Rayleigh-Taylor mixing;
– fundamentals of nonlinear Rayleigh-Taylor instability;
– group theory approach for analysis of unstable interfacial dynamics.



Mathematics, Science, Engineering 

• Mathematics
– studies things that do not exist in nature;
– gets a precise knowledge about objects existing in our mind only.

• Science
– studies things that do exist in nature;
– gets an approximate knowledge about objects independent of our mind.

• Engineering
– control things that are man-made;
– gets information with account for many minds and many natural processes.

What do they have in common? 
Why is Mathematics a language of Science and Engineering?

Mathematics, Science, Engineering: Opinion Independent Result



Rayleigh-Taylor instability

P0 = 105Pa, P = g h
h ~ 103 kg/m3,   g ~ 10 m/s2

h ~ 10 m

Water flows out from an 
overturned cup

Lord Rayleigh, 1883, 
Sir G.I. Taylor 1950

h
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Richtmyer-Meshkov instability: acceleration is shock-driven or impulsive.



Rayleigh-Taylor instability
Fluids of different densities are accelerated against 
the density gradient (Rayleigh 1883, Taylor 1950).

Extensive interfacial mixing of the fluids ensues with time.

RT flow is non-local, inhomogeneous, anisotropic and statistically unsteady.

Its properties differ from those of
local, homogeneous, isotropic, and statistically steady Kolmogorov turbulence.

RT mixing controls 
 inertial confinement, magnetic, magneto-inertial fusion, Z-pinches, plasmas
 core-collapse supernovae, thermonuclear flashes, photo-evaporated clouds
 mantle-lithosphere tectonics in geophysics, flows in ocean and atmosphere
 light-matter interaction, material transformation under impact

Turbulence is a state of a dissipative system characterizing by strong fluctuations, which 
are not due to initial or boundary conditions, or forcing, or incomplete description.

RT mixing and turbulence are distinct phenomena.



‘Taylor’ problem

Experiments in a vertical tube 
~2m in height and ~10 cm in diameter

Systems: water/air, ethanol/air

Manhattan project.
X-ray image sequence of converging 
compression shock wave formed by 

high explosive lenses. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:
X-Ray-Image-HE-Lens-Test-Shot.gif

Davies & Taylor, 1950, 
Proc. Roy Soc. 200, 375



Mathematical problem
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• Conservation laws: three-dimensional Navier-Stokes / Euler equations

• Initial Conditions:
- impose symmetry
- impose length scale and time scale

conservation of mass and momentum

0
 zlzh vv

• Boundary Conditions:

- periodicity in plane normal to  g
- no external sources
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- at the outer boundaries:

- at the interface:
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Rayleigh-Taylor mixing

Why is it important to study?



Photo-evaporated molecular clouds

The fingers protrude from the wall 
of a vast cloud of molecular hydrogen.

The gaseous tower are light-years long.

Stalactites? 
Stalagmites?

Eagle Nebula.

Hester and Cowen, Hubble pictures, 1995

Cloud stiffness may be due to:
- magnetic pressure by a large-scale primordial magnetic field (Ryutov et al. 2004);
- ablation pressure by ionizing radiation of nearby stars (Spitzer, 1978)..

Birth of a star



Supernovae
Death of a star

1987 supernova (Burrows et al.1994)

- type Ia: RT mixing dominates the propagation of the nuclear flame front &    
provides conditions for generation of iron peak elements.

- type II: RMI/RTI produce extensive mixing of the outer and inner layers of the star &
provide conditions for generation of heavy mass elements.

Kepler’s supernova (discovered  in 1604)



Inertial confinement fusion

17.6 MeV  + + +

He

n

D

T

neutron 
proton • For the fusion reaction, DT fuel 

should be hot and dense plasma

• For plasma compression, one uses 
- magnetic implosion (ITER)
- laser implosion (NIF)

Nishihara et al. 1994

• RTI occurs during the implosion process
• RT mixing influences formation  of hot spot

Clark et al. 2014



High energy density physics: matter at the extremes

NIF target contains a polished capsule 
~2mm in diameter, filled with cryogenic 

(super-cooled) hydrogen fuel. 

NIF 2009:
192-beam laser shot delivers 1.1 million joules of 
UV light to the center of the target chamber.
1 MJ  ~ 10^5 of 10^2-W bulbs 1 sec.

National Ignition Facility



Turbulent convection
Thermal Plumes and Thermal Wind

heating

cooling

liquid

instabilities

instabilities

Sparrow 1970 
Libchaber et al 1990s
Kadanoff et al 1990s

Turbulent convection and RT mixing have similarities and differences.
There is no clear understanding ‘which is which’.

Sreenivasan et al 2001
helium T~4K 
Re ~ 109, Ra ~ 1017



Stellar / Solar Convection

Solar surface, LMSAL, 2003

Observations indicate:
- dynamics at the Solar surface depends on convection in Solar interior;
- Solar convection is affected by downdrafts that are similar to Rayleigh-Taylor spikes.

Convection (non-Boussinesq) instability is the instability of the Rayleigh-Taylor-type.

Solar convection, NASA simulations, 2013



Sprays and Atomization
Dispersion of a liquid volume by a gas steam

Is the drop size distribution driven by Kolmogorov turbulence or Rayleigh-Taylor mixing?

- Kelvin-Helmholtz instability results in a primary destabilization of a jet.
- Rayleigh-Taylor instability causes transverse destabilization of the jet and   

influences the drop size distribution.

pharmaceutical sprays, spume droplets in ocean, propellant atomization in combustors

Coaxial atomization, experiment
Marmottant & Villermaux, 2004

Cross-flow atomization, simulation
Herrmann, 2010



Oil production and recovery
Oil recovery: water is pumped into
reservoir to force oil to the surface.

RT mixing develops at oil-water 
interface and imposes strong 
limitations on the amount of 
the extracted oil.  

Glimm and Tryggvason 1980

British Petroleum 2010

Underwater petroleum spills:
RT-driven oil drop size distribution influences
- dynamics of the formed plume;
- efficiency of droplets digestion by microbes.



Technology and Communications



Impact dynamics of liquids and solids

MD simulations and SPHC simulations of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability:
a shock refracts though the liquid-liquid (up) and solid-vacuum (down) interfaces

• MD for ~ 2 x 108  LJ atoms (top) and ~4 106  LJ atoms (bottom), ~50 nm, 0.2 um, ps
• SPHC for ~ 105 - 106 particles

Zhakhovsky et al. 2005, Nishihara et al. 2010, Stanic et al. 2012 & 2013, Dell et al. 2015



Rayleigh-Taylor mixing

What is known and unknown?
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Evolution of Rayleigh-Taylor flow

• nonlinear regime
light (heavy) fluid penetrates
heavy (light) fluid in bubbles (spikes)

 thh exp~ 0• linear regime

• self-similar mixing 2~ gth

RT flow is 
characterized by: 
 large-scale structure
 small-scale structures
 energy transfers to 

large and small scales

   lhlh g  ~   3/12~ g

  th ~



Krivets & Jacobs 2005

5.027.1  AM

Experiments: Richtmyer-Meshkov instability

mstcm ~6~

• large-scale dynamics 
is sensitive to the 
initial conditions

• small-scale dynamics 
is ‘random’



Rayleigh-Taylor mixing

Experiment:
3D perspective view 
Dalziel et al, 1999
Atwood ~ 10-2  - 10-3

Structure of bubbles and spikes
is observed.

Turbulence is wanted…
[and may not occur…]

Simulations:
Cabot & Cook, 2006 
Atwood ~ 0.5
Reynolds ~103

in ‘hero’ runs at BG/L/P



Rayleigh-Taylor mixing: from atomic to macro-scales

Molecular dynamics simulations of quasi-2D RT mixing with Re ~105, 
acceleration ~1010 of Earth gravity, the interface fractal dimension D~1.67.

[Kadau et al. 2010] 



Empirical modeling of Rayleigh-Taylor mixing
1950th:  Fermi & von Neumann
1960th:  Belenkii & Fradkin
1970th:  Neuvazhaev, Gamalii
1980th:  Glimm & Sharp, Youngs, Harlow
1990th:  Shvarts, Clark & Ristorcelli
2000th:  Chertkov, Zhou, Dimotakis

- By analogy with turbulence, in Rayleigh-Taylor mixing flow

   32~~Re tgLvReynolds number

gt~vvelocity 2~ gtL‘integral’ scale

    4/1234/13 ~~ tgl ‘viscous’ scale

span of scales 4/34/92/3~ tglL

rate of energy dissipation   tgL 22 ~~ vv

- Is Rayleigh-Taylor mixing a ‘super-turbulence’?



Motivation: Turbulence or order?

It was a common wisdom:
RT mixing is a process similar to turbulence.

Experiments were conducted to study turbulence in supernova
in high power laser systems (NIF - LLNL, USA).

Laser beam ~1012 W deposited energy to 
~10-3 m target within 10-9 s.

Material turned into plasmas and accelerated at 
~1013 of the Earth gravity.

A ‘super-turbulence’ was expected. 

The plasma flow exhibited order.

Our theoretical analysis shows: NSF Research Highlight
• RT mixing exhibits significant degree of order
• It has stronger correlations, weaker contribution of fluctuations, steeper spectra 

when compared to canonical turbulence.



In plasma, RT mixing is ordered, 
Reynolds number is >106

[Robey et al. 2003, Drake et al. 2004].

In strongly accelerated fluids,
RT unstable interface has a

sharp density jump
[Meshkov 1982, 1990, 2006].

May RT mixing keep order?

A (quasi) turbulent state in RT mixing 
has short dynamic range,

Reynolds number is 103 – 104

[Andrews et al. 2000, Banerjee et al. 2010].

An intriguing puzzle of RT mixing in experiments in fluids and plasmas:

Acceleration cannot support  
turbulence even at large scales 

[Taylor 1929, Sreenivasan et al. 1973].

May RT turbulent mixing regularize?
If so, how to influence the regularization process?



Our theoretical approach

Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and mixing

- identifies new invariant, scaling and spectral properties of RT turbulent mixing;
- accounts for multi-scale, anisotropic and statistically unsteady dynamics; 
- explains (qualitatively and quantitatively) existing experiments and simulations;
- reproduces results of the previous models under certain approximations;
- suggests new approaches for flow diagnostics and experimental design.



Problem 1

• Fundamentals of RT mixing
– symmetries, invariants, scaling properties;
– phenomenological model for non-uniform accelerations;
– correlations, fluctuations, spectra.



Kolmogorov turbulence

- no boundaries
- no memory of initial conditions

Isotropic homogeneous 
turbulence, Sreenivasan 1999

Conservation laws: Navier-Stokes

Isotropy, homogeneity, locality:
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Invariance:
- Galilean transformation
- temporal translations
- spatial translations, rotations, reflections
- scaling invariance (Kolmogorov 1941)

- rate of change of specific kinetic energy

LKL  ntKt  1 nKvv 

Ldtd /~/ 32 vv3/1n



RT turbulent mixing
Conservation laws: Navier-Stokes equations

+ boundary conditions at the interface and outer boundaries & initial conditions

Invariant properties of turbulent mixing:
- non-inertial
- translations, rotations and reflections in the plane normal to gravity
- scaling invariance

Rate of change of specific momentum is the measure of scaling symmetry

LKL  ntKt  1 nKvv  2/1n L2~ v

- Interface is essential
In canonical turbulence, interfaces lead to intermittency and multi-fractality [n is any].
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Scaling and correlations
Kolmogorov turbulence RT turbulent mixing

lL l
22 ~~ vv

transport of energy in wave-vector space

lL l
33 ~~ vv

transport of momentum in real space

  2/1~ Lll vv  3/1~ Lll vv
• velocity scaling

  3/~ Nl 

• Nth order structure function

  2/~ Nl

3/43/4~ l 22~ l
• pressure fluctuations

- RT mixing has stronger correlations than canonical turbulence.



Problem 2

• Stochastic modeling of RT mixing:
– multiplicative noise; non-uniform accelerations;
– effect of fluctuations on measurable quantities;
– effect of noise on dynamic invariants.



Stochastic modeling of RT mixing
The turbulent process is statistically unsteady:

mean values and fluctuations of the flow quantities are time-dependent.

  normallog   is   Cp 
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Fluctuations 
• do not change the exponent of the time-dependence, h ~ gt2

• influence the pre-factor of the time-dependence (h /gt^2)
• long tails re-scale the mean significantly

dtdh v  d~dvd dtg~d  dthC 2dM v

is stochastic process, characterized by
time-scale and  stationary distributionC

 tC
 Cp

0C

 Cp is non-symmetric: Cmean mode maxC std

If



Invariant measures of statistically unsteady mixing 
sustained and time-dependent acceleration, and turbulent diffusion
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The ratio between 
the rate of momentum loss 
and the rate of momentum 
gain is a 
statistic invariant in all 
acceleration scenarios.

Substantial dynamic range 
allows for quantification of 
statistical properties of 
turbulent mixing.

The shape of the lognormal 
distribution is clearly seen 
from the plots.

 ~~
1



Problem 3

• Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
– theoretical analysis of unstable dynamics
– numerical modeling of strong shock driven flows, Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics
– synergy of theory, experiment and simulations to get knowledge from data



Evolution of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
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Observation:
The fluid dynamics is the 
superposition of  two 
motions:
• Back-ground motion
• Interfacial growth

Estimate:
• background velocity ~ 

10% shock velocity
• initial growth-rate ~10% 

of background velocity
• nonlinear / mixing 

velocity <10% of initial 
growth-rate

Back-ground motion is:
For planar interface, after the 

shock passage, 
the light and fluids, and their 

interface 
move as a whole unit.

Interfacial growth is:
Interface perturbations grow 

due to the shock induced 
‘impulsive’ acceleration



Effect of wave interference on RMI dynamics

Same conditions but relative phase of perturbation waves



Problem 4

• Rayleigh-Taylor and Richtmyer-Meshkov nonlinear dynamics
– group theory analysis;
– nonlinear regular asymptotic solutions (existence, convergence, stability)
– non-uniform acceleration fields



Mathematical problem
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• Nonlinear partial differential equations:

• Group theory analysis is applied:
- find continuous family of regular asymptotic solutions;
- study convergence and stability of the solutions;
- identify properties of a physically significant solution.

0
 zlzh vv

• Boundary value problem:

0),,,(  tzyx 00   lh pp 
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Properties of nonlinear solutions
One-parameter family of solutions Qualitative velocity field

Shear at the interface



Problem 5

• Reactive and super-critical fluids
– Landau-Darrieus instability;
– accurate linear analysis resolves a long-standing puzzle
– nonlinear analysis can be conducted



Governing equations
Conservation of mass, momentum and energy
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ix  ‐ coordinates,      x1 ,x2 ,x3  x,y,z ,  t  ‐ time,      ,v,P,E  ‐ fields of density  , velocity   v, pressure   P ,  

      E   e v2 2  ‐ specific energy,  e  ‐ specific internal energy,      W  eP   ‐specific enthalpy. 

Introduce    x,y,z,t :    and    exist,     0  at the interface.  Heavy (light) fluid is in    0 (   0). 

In the bulk     ,v,P,E  ,v,P,E h (l) .      There is mass flow across the front. 

Rankine‐Hugonoit conditions balance fluxes of mass, components of momentum and energy across the front 

    
˜ j n  0,          P  ˜ j n

2  n  0 ,          
˜ j n vn   0 ,          

˜ j n W  ˜ j 2 22   0 

 ...  ‐ jump of functions across the front,      n     ‐ the interface unit normal vector 

nj  ~j~n  ‐ mass flow across moving front,      nvj~  ‐ mass flux across the front. 

The front is planar with steady velocity       v0  0,0,v0 . 

In the moving frame of reference 

      vh z
 Vh  0,0,Vh , vl z

 Vl  0,0,Vl ,         Vh( l )  const . 

Initial conditions include perturbations of the flow fields at the interface. 

Fluids are ideal and incompressible with constant internal energies:  0e  and     e  0. 



Landau-Darrieus instability
Landau 1944 considered boundary conditions balancing the transports of mass and components of momentum.

Landau 1944 did not consider equation for energy transfer. 

Four variables require four equations. 

Referring to the constancy of the flame velocity, Landau 1944 employed additional condition at the front: 

the continuity of normal component of the perturbed velocity        u n  0 ,  or  0nj . 

This leads to the continuity of the perturbed pressure at the front and modifies the boundary conditions as 

    jn  0,      p  0 ,      V u n  0 ,      u n  0  

With   R  h l  and    R 1, one finds 

    
1  R RR2 R3  1R ,        

2  R RR2 R3  1R  

As   Re 1  0  for all     R1, the front is unstable. 

This is the Landau‐Darrieus instability developing for any wavelength   with the growth‐rate      LD  kVh1. 

Landau 1944 solution has three important properties. 

‐ It strongly couples potential and vortical components of the dynamics to the interface perturbations 

‐ The length‐scale of the vortical field is very large. With   ̃   2  and   ˜    Vl Vh ,     1 , 

    
˜   2 R1 1   for     R 1;    ̃    R  for   R; min   ̃     26.62  is for     R  2 5  4.23. 

‐ A  remarkable property  (by our knowledge,  it was not discussed before)  is  that  for  ideal  incompressible 

fluids the Landau solution is incompatible with the condition for energy balance across the front. 



New approach: Effect of energy fluctuations   
on the front stability

To evaluate the effect of energy imbalance, introduce the energy flux produced by the perturbed front.

In realistic circumstances this flux is induced by fluctuations of the internal energy. 

It can be self‐consistently derived from the equation for entropy conservation. 

Note: the term should appear in the first order; changes in zeros order are accounted for with  00 W~W   

 

To the first order the equation for energy balance is modified as 

    02 2  QjwJ nn jJ  

Accounting for energy imbalance in Landau solution as    hlhhll VV~  1122 , 

We set               11 22  RRRfVQQ hhl ,      f  0 

This leads to 

    
2 R R  f 2 

2R
R1

 R R 1
R1







R  0  

For     f  0, the dynamics is stable        1(2)  i R ,     3  R  

For   f , the dynamics is unstable   
    
1  R RR2 R3  1R ,     2  R RR2 R3  1R  

For any  f , the equation can be solved by applying regular and singular perturbation expansions. 
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Problem 6

• Reactive and super-critical fluids
– Molecular dynamic simulations;
– Molecular dynamics reactive force to capture chemical reactions;
– Smooth particle Hydrodynamic Lagrangian simulations at meso-scopic scales



Impact dynamics of liquids and solids

MD simulations and SPHC simulations of the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability:
a shock refracts though the liquid-liquid (up) and solid-vacuum (down) interfaces

• MD for ~ 2 x 108  LJ atoms (top) and ~4 106  LJ atoms (bottom), ~50 nm, 0.2 um, ps
• SPHC for ~ 105 - 106 particles

Zhakhovsky et al. 2005, Nishihara et al. 2010, Stanic et al. 2012 & 2013, Dell et al. 2015 & 2017



bubble

spike

Velocity field:
each arrow is an average of ~100 atoms

Radial velocity map: 
green – to center red – from center

+

–

Vortical structures at atomic scales



Problem 7

• Data analysis
– Experiments in plasmas
– Experiments in fluids
– Synergy of theory, simulations, experiments



Outcome for design of experiments
It is commonly accepted that RT mixing, once it appears, cannot be controlled.

Traditional (over-simplified) scenarios picture RT mixing as follows:
• Small-scale structures with wavelength grow fast.

• Dynamics is single-scale with ~ h ; accelerated mixing with h gt2 occurs due to    
interaction of small-scale structures and ‘bubble merge’ with ~gt2 .

• Reynolds number grows, Re ~ g2t3 ; isotropic turbulence develops.

Our theoretical analysis agree with prior studies in some limiting cases and finds:

• Dynamics is multi-scale; horizontal  and vertical h scales both contribute.

• Accelerated mixing h ~ gt2 occurs due to momentum imbalance.

• ‘Bubble merge’ may not occur if the initial conditions are chosen properly.

• Reynolds number increases, Re ~ g2t3;  yet mixing flow exhibits more order;

fluctuations are ‘frozen’ to the initial conditions.

This may indicate some new opportunities for mitigation and control of RT mixing.



RT mixing in supernova experiments

Good agreement is achieved with the theory. 
More data and larger dynamic range are required 

[Swisher et al. 2015 PoP]

int erface

shock



Initial conditions in Rayleigh-Taylor flows

Image on the left:
for RT coherent structures with 
hexagonal symmetry in the plane, 
growth of horizontal scale may not 
occur (Physica Scripta 2008).

Image on the right:
‘fractal’ initial conditions produce fluctuating (yet not 

completely turbulent) flows (JFM 2010).

Initial conditions induced by ‘fractal-grid’ can be 
applied for make the flow fluctuate.

m
m
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NIF target is a polished capsule. How to properly scratch it?



Summary

Fundamental and challenging problems are waiting for us.

The lucidity (and simplicity) of new ideas can cut through 
the problem complexity.

Theoretical analysis
- find order in Rayleigh-Taylor mixing;
- identify fundamentals of nonlinear Rayleigh-Taylor instability;
- applies group theory approach for analysis of unstable interfacial dynamics.

Welcome!


